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There are so many options when choosing what type of honeymoon to take. The most important thing is make sure that
both wife and husband agree on a place to go that they will both have a good time. If one person has a good time it won't
make a memorable honeymoon. 

A tropical getaway can be the perfect honeymoon just relaxing in the sand and surf in a romantic setting. This is a great
choice for a honeymoon as there is relaxing and generally many activities as well and can be in some of the most
beautiful places in the world. 



There is also the sportier honeymoon for the active couple as there are honeymoons where the focus can be on an
activity, besides the romance of a new marriage. You can head to the slopes to catch some great skiing or hit the lake to
water ski and partake in the many water activities available. 



An exciting option for newly married couples can be a traveling honeymoon where the couple travels to somewhere they
have never been before. European vacations are popular because some cities are very romantic such as Paris and
Venice. For the more adventurous couple there are more active traveling honeymoons such as a safari in Africa or
heading to Brazil to see Carnival. 



If you want a little lady luck on your side from the beginning of the marriage than Las Vegas can be a great destination
for a honeymoon. There is great food, relaxing by the pool, and lots of activities, shows, and not to mention the gambling,
all intertwined in a Las Vegas honeymoon. 



Travel, active, relaxing, exciting, there are so many different types of honeymoons to go on in so many destinations that
it is hard to choose the right one as to be called, "the perfect honeymoon" 



About the Author: Christine Loxley writes for honeymoonfiesta.coma website packed with advice about planning and
choosing the right honeymoon.
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